


















Human – Machine Cooperation in  Autonomous Driving



Bridging the skill gap for UX in autonomous driving 



Human – Machine Interaction in Automotive

https://rd.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-49448-7_14/fulltext.html


Human – Machine Interaction in Automotive



Creating by doing, the design making process

“Design 
Making” 

Hendrie, M., Alvarez, I., & Hooker, B. (2015). Prototyping adaptive automotive UX: A design pedagogy approach. 
In Extended Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Automotive User Interfaces and Interactive Vehicular 
Applications—AutomotiveUI (Vol. 15).



Skyline a tool for rapid UX prototyping 

reconfigurable HMI dashboard

Wizard-of-Oz Control

Code-less UX development

Controlled virtual environment

Sensor SDK integration

Alvarez, I., Rumbel, L., & Adams, R. (2015, September). Skyline: a rapid prototyping driving simulator for user experience. 
In Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Automotive User Interfaces and Interactive Vehicular Applications (pp. 101-108).





Design Making for Autonomous Driving 

Rivera, V. P., Rumbel, L., & Alvarez, I. (2016, October). Autonomous hmi made easy: Prototyping reactive in-cabin aware hmis. In Adjunct 

Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Automotive User Interfaces and Interactive Vehicular Applications (pp. 1-7).



Emotion Induction in automated driving

•

•

•

•

Alvarez, I., Healey, J., & Lewis, E. (2019, June). The SKYNIVI experience: evoking startle and frustration in dyads and single drivers. 

In 2019 IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium (IV) (pp. 76-81). IEEE.





1:1 Interviews and 

design exercise
20 participants in Hillsboro

10 participants in São Paulo

16 participants in London

Gamified Workshop
20 people in Hillsboro

10 people in São Paulo

Framework Analysis
Design Guidelines

User’s perspective of safety

ADAS requirements

Recruitment

Survey

Individual

Interviews

Group 

Workshop
Framekwork 

Analysis

Online survey
Over 250 respondents

Understand the user mental models

Human – Machine interactions for Automotive Safety 

requires understanding the user current behavior / relation with vehicle automation

Strano, M., Novak, F. & Alvarez, I. (2018, November). “Peace of Mind”, An Experiential Safety Framework for Automated Driving Technology Interactions. In 2018 21st International 

Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSC) (pp. 53-59). IEEE.



Gamified UX Workshops

Aimed to gather insight of vehicle automation 

safety concerns in a social environment and 

required feedback.

Icebreaker

Road-trip

Commute

experiential.safety.gitbook.io

Road Event     +     Safety Feedback    +                       +    ADAS Feedback

Strano, M., Novak, F. & Alvarez, I. (2018, November). “Peace of Mind”, An Experiential 

Safety Framework for Automated Driving Technology Interactions. In 2018 21st 

International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSC) (pp. 53-59). IEEE.

https://experientialsafety.gitbook.io/project/


Experiential frameworks help UX 

articulate their designs

• For example in our experiential safety framework 

(*) we created a bridge between automation and 

user

• The user’s lense tailors feedbaack in criticality 

levels that correlate to involvement.

• Machine’s lense guides functional safety operation 

in a layered stage with peace of mind fulfilment at 

the top

(*) Strano, M., Novak, F. & Alvarez, I. (2018, November). “Peace of Mind”, An 

Experiential Safety Framework for Automated Driving Technology Interactions. 

In 2018 21st International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems 

(ITSC) (pp. 53-59). IEEE.



Gathering technical 

requirements

Gathering technical requirements during initial 

survey and participant workshops will help 

you start to document your product 

specifications



Orchestrating all 

touch points 

inside the cabin 

to grant peace of 

mind

Then you can start articulating your

Interaction Touch points



Using Traditional and novel 

interaction points for 

experiential safety

Keep an open mind and consider how to

deliver the message with both traditional and 

novel interfaces.



planning 
trip

deciding destination
deciding desired arrival time

deciding when to depart
considering accompaniment
deciding what things to bring

planning route

approaching
vehicle

locating vehicle
observing vehicle 

state
deciding how to enter

unlocking vehicle

entering 
vehicle

unlocking vehicle
opening vehicle
closing vehicle

orienting to vehicle

adjusting
environment
adjusting seating
adjusting climate

inputting destination
moving objects around

plugging in devices
adjusting music

riding in
vehicle 

re-routing vehicle
adding stops

adjusting vehicle behavior
interacting with occupants

concluding
ride

deciding drop-off location
paying for ride

completing activities
disconnecting devices
gathering belongings

exchanging pleasantries

exiting
vehicle

unlocking vehicle
opening vehicle

orienting to environment

post-trip
actions

paying for parking
going to destination

reflecting on ride

A User Journey offers multiple interaction touchpoints 

in a familiar context

HAILING A RIDE

RE-ROUTING 
DUE TO TRAFFIC

ADDING A STOP
PEDESTRIAN DETECTION

(OUTSIDE)



side viewperspective view

front view

UX in robotaxies requires closer bridges to reality



perspective view

communication screen

zone-centric touchscreen

pedestrian feedback

… with clearly defined interaction areas



… and new UX tools

Ekandem, J. E., Alvarez, I., Rayburn, C., & Johnson, A. (2018, September). Conversational Route Negotiations with Autonomous Driving Assistants. In Adjunct 

Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Automotive User Interfaces and Interactive Vehicular Applications (pp. 261-262).





I’M MUCH QUICKER 
TALKING THAN I AM 
WITH MY FINGERS

Participant

“ Voice input is ideal for time 
sensitive interactions

For time sensitive actions, such as 
pulling over, voice was preferred. When 
it came to complex tasks or interactions 
people leaned back on familiar touch 
interactions over voice input.



HUMAN JUDGEMENT

VS

SYSTEM JUDGEMENT

Can the car make subjective human 
intuitive decisions? There are 
several concerns that revolve 
around the lack of human judgment 
and at the same time, there is more 
confidence that these vehicles will 
be safer because of their lack of 
human error.

• Awareness of Surroundings & 
Decision Making

• Traffic Nuances

• Reaction Time

• People are Unpredictable

• People Make Bad Choices

Automotive UX in the field





Automotive UX in the wild



https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-77726-5

• broad overview of the state-of-the-art user experience research in automated 
driving

• Help researchers, engineers, and designers speed-up the implementation of 
automated vehicles

• Dedicated to user experience design for automated driving
• Provides fundamental knowledge, tools and UX design methods and 

methodologies, 
• Provides a range of examples how UI/UX design can positively influence users’ 

perception on automated driving technology

If you are considering working in Automated Driving UX 
I recommend my latest book…

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-77726-5


Facial gestures (EMG) Eye movements (EOG) Brain signals (EEG)

Gaze Tracker

Beyond Automotive …





Facial landmarks, 
head pose, etc.

Content duration, 
number of trials/hints, 
difficulty level, etc.



Engagement for the Last Minute



file:///C:/Users/jsherry/Desktop/1. SSR/Projects/Smart Task Spaces/Smart Home/Kids Spaces/Givinig Virtual Agent Presence0918.mp4


Human – Robot collaboration




